Las Vegas FAASTeam presents:

High Density Altitude in the Vegas Valley - Better Decision Making through Personal Minimums
DENSITY ALTITUDE (DA) As the weather warms up in the Las Vegas area, DA will play a larger role in our preflight planning and aircraft performance. Stephen Ruks, local FAASTeam Representative of the Year (2016), CFI (since 1975), Navy (Vietnam era), FAA Tech Ops (31 years), Commercial Pilot and Alaska bush pilot, will discuss the aerodynamic factors affecting our flying this summer and cover local and non-local case studies.

PERSONAL MINIMUMS Cathy Stockdale, CFII, FAASTeam Representative, Grand Canyon Tour Pilot and human factors/psychology enthusiast. Cathy has earned two bachelor’s degrees in Aviation (Pro Pilot and Management), and will discuss the effectiveness of Aeronautical Decision Making (ADM) and how Personal Minimums can improve it for all pilots. Developing personal minimums above and beyond FAA regulations means knowing your limits better and increasing your ADM skills.

Directions: Grand Canyon Room in the North Las Vegas Air Terminal

A message from the National FAASTeam Manager
Invite a fellow pilot to the next WINGS Safety Seminar in your area.
Sign up for the FAA’s safety services at www.FAASafety.gov!

Event Details
Thu, Mar 24, 2016 - 19:00 PDT
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2730 Airport Drive
North Las Vegas, NV 89032
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